


Tequila Tasting Experience! 



Join us unraveling Mexico´s emblematic beverage, let Villa Aqua and our Tequila Expert be your hosts throughout this unique experience 
that involves Mexican folklore, traditions, flavors and scents in a single glass of our elixir of life. 

The program starts with a brief history of Tequila; you will learn the process of manufacture (from the field to the bottle) and how the 
beverage gained an appellation of origin. Distinguish the difference between each expression of Tequila, the varieties that exist and the 
way to identify a good quality spirit (the wisest way to start is to know if what you are buying suits best for your taste).

The experience continues as we immerse in 3 or 4 labels depending the service you require, and involves using all our senses:

Discover the traditional way of enjoying Tequila, the how’s and why’s of the Mexican way of tasting and compare it with your new skills…
and remember: the best judge is the one who has the knowledge! 

Finally and most important, have fun!

The colors and visual aspects each bottle has.

Not only does the alcohol scent is present, with the use of several ingredients we will help you to discover 
the complexity each expression of tequila has.

The consistency of real cooked agave

Each step we take in discovering the perfect match to each of the selected brands we’ll try.

Sight

Smell

Touch

Taste

Have a Shot... of Tequila Knowledge! 

Cheers!
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TEQUILA TASTING

You will learn to identify the characteristics, qualities and differences between the 3 most popular varieties of tequila: White, Reposado 
and Añejo.

*You can enhance your Mexican Experience with a Mariachi and make it a truly unforgettable night!
Ask your Villa Host for more details

PREMIUM TEQUILA TASTING

You will learn to identify the characteristics, qualities and differences between the 3 most popular varieties of tequila: White, Reposado 
and Añejo.

The Tasting Experience includes:

A Certified Tequila Expert.
Tasting of 3 different Labels.
Ingredients for the pairing.
Mexican decoration.

The Tasting Experience includes:

A Certified Tequila Expert
Tasting of 4 different Labels. (1 Premium).
Ingredients for the pairing.
Mexican decoration.

Price $325 usd

(for up to 5 pax)
Extra person $60usd 
(Aprox time: 45min)

Price $425 usd

(for up to 5 pax)
Extra person $80usd 
(Aprox time: 1.5 hr.)

2.

1.

Choose your experience: 



Mexican Tasting Menu:

¡Mexico Lindo y Querido!
Beautiful and beloved Mexico!



A journey of colour and flavour!

Join us on this culinary adventure through one of the most diverse gastronomies in the world, considered World Heritage.  You will 
experience a piece of Mexico in every bite, enjoying some of the most iconic dishes of the Country. Taste the magic of Pre-hispanic 
flavours as well as Colonial techniques or even popular treats accompanied with beverages from each region and exquisite Mexican 
wines. 

A beautiful show full with color, amazing food served on your table in a great fiesta with the music of a Mariachi band playing on the 
background for this special night at the villa. 

If you want to LIVE Mexico, you cannot miss this experience, which you and your loved ones, will never forget!

Buen Provecho!

Your Mexican experience includes: 

7 Course Menu. 
Mexican Wine  & beverage pairing.
Mexican decoration.
Waiter/bartender service  (3 hrs.) 
Mariachi Band (30 min)

Without Mariachi $780 usd

For up to 6 pax
Extra pax $90 usd

Without Mariachi and wine-pairing $650 usd

For up to 6 pax
Extra pax $70 usd

Price $ 1,080 usd

For up to 6 pax
Extra pax $ 90 usd

Without wine-pairing $ 940 usd

For up to 6 pax
Extra pax $70 usd



Molecular Dinner 



Molecular Gastronomy has become a new tendence in the past years. At Villa Aqua, we are proud to present this ultimate culinary 
experience, which very few restaurants in the world and just 2 within the Mayan Riviera can offer.

The dinner consists on 16 spectacular courses created by our chef Bernardo Bautista, who will break the concept of “traditional cooking” 
by presenting new and fun techniques, flavours and textures, revolutionizing and exploring with fresh produce, colors, imagination and 
Science, to bring delight to your palate!

Don’t miss this unique oportunity to discover superb food in an enchanting night to be cherised!

Awaken your senses!

Because of the time that these experiences take (2-3hrs.) we highly recommend to start no later than 7:00pm.

9 course Molecular Experience

With wine pairing
For up to 6pax $ 750 usd.
Extra pax $ 100 usd

Without wine pairing
For up to 6 pax $ 650 usd
Extra pax $ 85 usd

This experience takes around 2hrs.

12 course Molecular Experience

With wine pairing
For up to 6 pax $ 900 usd.
Extra pax $120 usd

Without wine pairing
For up to 6 pax $ 750 usd
Extra pax $ 100 usd

This experience takes around 3hrs.
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